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Abstract. Autonomous object placement is a central task in many military and industrial applications. Deciding where to place an object, or
placement planning, is a crucial reasoning task within object placement.
Placement planning is especially challenging in 3D worlds. In previous
work we developed approaches for placement planning that perform well
but require manually-engineered knowledge. Consequently, we introduce
case-based object placement (COP) planning to reduce the manual engineering burden and improve portability. COP includes the ability to
automatically learn cases from problem solving sessions and reuse them
to solve previously unseen placement planning problems. We evaluated
COP on object placement tasks in virtual office environments. Our findings show that COP can reduce knowledge engineering and increase
portability without compromising placement accuracy.
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Introduction

Placing objects in physical or virtual worlds is a routine task in many applications. For instance, unmanned vehicles with manipulators are used to clear
mission areas prior to operations. Likewise, game designers carefully place objects in virtual worlds to construct realistic gaming environments [1].
The level of automation in such object placement systems is highly variable. At a low level of automation, a human operator teleoperates an unmanned
vehicle using joysticks on an operator console. This manual interaction is timeconsuming and requires considerable skill and training. At a high level of automation, the operator can issue natural language commands and the autonomous
system responds appropriately. Our long-term goal is to develop autonomous systems that accurately place objects in response to natural language commands.
However, this is challenging because natural language can be notoriously vague
and difficult to interpret. These problems are exacerbated in placement commands because they involve spatial terms and prepositions that are polysemous
[2]. We have developed approaches for language understanding and ambiguity
resolution using placement planning [3] [4].

In [3] we introduced the task of object placement planning, its goal to output
a placement plan consisting of a final position and orientation. This computational task of placement planning must be performed before a physical or virtual
object can be placed. A challenge with placement planning in 3D worlds is that
the space of possible placement plans can be very large. Producing acceptable
plans requires substantial real world knowledge about objects and how humans
interact with them as well as planning algorithms to leverage such knowledge.
In [4] we introduced and evaluated a knowledge-intensive placement planning
algorithm called OPOCS. While OPOCS performed well, it requires manuallyengineered knowledge which limits its portability. Consequently, in this paper
we introduce a case-based object placement (COP) planning algorithm. COP
includes approaches for automatically extracting richly structured cases from
placement problem solving sessions and reusing them to create placement plans
for previously unseen problems. We evaluate COP on a variety of indoor object
placement tasks and demonstrate that it can learn cases from problem solving
sessions and still perform comparably to OPOCS in placement performance.
We organize the remainder of this paper as follows. In Section 2 we elaborate
on the problem of pragmatic ambiguity in language. Section 3 introduces the
terminology and the formulation for the placement planning task. In Section 4 we
present COP; including its case representation, case learning algorithm, retrieval
and reasoning. We describe our empirical evaluation and results in Section 5.
Section 6 discusses related work and how COP provides a novel approach to
placement planning. Section 7 concludes the paper and suggests possible future
work.

2

Pragmatic Ambiguity in Placement Commands

Natural language commands can have multiple interpretations, making them
semantically ambiguous. In the context of real world tasks such as object placement, pragmatic ambiguities may remain even after these semantic ambiguities
have been resolved.
For instance, consider a virtual office environment with typical objects such
as a desk, a computer monitor, and a chair (see Figure 1). An agent is given
the placement command “Put the printer on the desk.” For simplicity, assume
the agent is already holding and capable of placing the target object. Let’s now
assume this agent has access to a suitable semantic representation of the spatial
relation ‘on’ which can be used to select the desktop as a placement surface.
Although this interpretation narrows the task’s search space, the number of
possible placement solutions is still quite large. These solutions could potentially
include areas to the left, right, front and back of the monitor. The agent can also
consider human factors to constrain the problem space by reasoning that the area
behind the monitor is unreachable and that the area in front of the monitor will
obscure the human’s view of the monitor. The utterance also does not specify
a proper orientation of the printer, leaving numerous potential orientations as
possible solutions. Without such a specification, the printer could be oriented in

numerous ways in relation to the monitor and the chair. However, some potential
orientations of the printer, such as upside down or facing the wall, would be
invalid. We term this residual ambiguity arising in the context of a situation and
a natural language command as “pragmatic ambiguity”.

Fig. 1. Office Environment

Computational methods are needed to understand pragmatically ambiguous
commands. To this end, we introduce placement planning approaches to understand placement commands and resolve pragmatic ambiguity.

3

Object Placement Planning

Let’s revisit our virtual 3D office world in Figure 1 and consider the object
placement command “Put the book on the desk”. As we explained in Section 2,
the spatial term “on” is pragmatically under-specified and covers a continuous
space of 3D coordinates and possible orientations for placing the target object
“book” in relation to the landmark object “desk”. Formally, a spatial plan for
placing an object is a tuple of the final position as a 3D coordinate and final
orientation as a quaternion: (position < x, y, z >, orientation < x, y, z, w >).
We define a placement command as a tuple including a target object Ot , a
landmark object Ol , and a spatial relation or constraint Cp . We combine this
command information with all other objects in the world Ow to compute a
placement plan.
placementP lan ← computeP lacementP lan(Ot , Ol , Cp , Ow )

(1)

Searching for a placement plan that satisfies the expectation of the user can be
computationally hard due to the inherently large search space. For an ambiguous
constraint Cp on a surface area of s square units with an expected positional
accuracy of p units and orientation accuracy o degrees for each of yaw, pitch,
and roll, the size of the search space can be computed as follows:
searchSpace = (s/p) ∗ (360/o)3

(2)

For instance, for a required positional accuracy within 1 cm and an orientation
accuracy within 2 degrees for a typical office desk surface the number of points

to evaluate is roughly 4 billion. The problem is worse for larger surfaces and
less restrictive placement constraints. However, humans routinely perform this
task with ease by utilizing vast amounts of knowledge about objects and their
interaction requirements to create acceptable placements.
We previously approached the spatial planning task with an algorithm that
utilizes richly encoded domain knowledge about objects and human interactions
to effectively prune the search space [4], thereby only evaluating a small fraction
of the entire search space where promising solutions may exist. The algorithm
uses a knowledge base along with a search algorithm that simulates human interaction to find the best placement plan that meets the command requirements. A
limitation of this approach is the difficulty and the effort needed to identify and
encode the necessary knowledge. Another limitation is the inherent brittleness of
the approach when the algorithm is presented with problems involving objects
not covered in its knowledge base.
To overcome the knowledge acquisition and brittleness problems of our prior
approach, we have developed case-based placement planning as an alternative.
Case-based reasoning (CBR) uses the solutions of similar previous problems to
solve the problem at hand [5]. CBR has been successfully applied to design
and planning tasks [6]. In one such application CBR was utilized for selecting
gaming strategies based on opponent behavior analysis and prediction [7]. CBR
planning applications can present numerous challenges [8], largely because the
solution space in such problems is large impractical to properly generate case
coverage for. Likewise, we contend that the placement planning task is a novel
CBR planning task and presents interesting challenges for case representation,
learning, retrieval and reuse that we in this paper.

4

Case-Based Object Placement Planning (COP)

Case-based reasoning for object placement planning requires novel approaches
to case representation, learning, retrieval, and reuse. Figure 2 shows an overview
of the COP learning and reasoning processes. For case learning, we assume the
availability of problem solving sessions where decision-makers have manually
created placement plans by placing objects in 3D worlds. Learning involves the
extraction and representation of cases from these sessions. In Section 4.1 we
describe our case representation followed by a detailed approach for case learning
in Section 4.2. In addition to extracting cases during case learning, we extract
our object taxonomy (see Section 4.3) to be used as similarity knowledge in the
case retrieval process.
The input to the reasoning portion of COP is an object placement task and its
3D world state. From this information we perform similarity-based case retrieval
and use the retrieved cases to identify and build spatial constraints relevant to
the current task. Our case retrieval utilizes our compiled taxonomy of objects
for query expansion (see Section 4.4). Additionally, we use the current task to
select candidate placement surfaces for the target object to be placed on. We use
the spatial constraints combined with our selected placement surfaces as input

Fig. 2. Learning And Reasoning In COP

to the placement planning phase, within which we search for an optimal position
using a genetic algorithm (GA) [9]. Given an optimum position we then search
for a corresponding orientation, and with both we have our final placement plan.
We detail the entirety of the reasoning portion of COP in Section 4.4.
4.1

Case Representation

A COP case represents a placement task and a set of applicable spatial constraints and relations R {r1 , r2 , ...} that must be solved to generate a spatial plan
(see Figure 3). Each relation r in R comprises the related object Or , the spatial relation constraint Cr , the positional and rotational offsets between Ot and
Or . The inventory of spatial constraints we use in the case base corresponds to
linguistic terms such as ‘on’, ‘near’, ‘in’, ‘in front of’ and so on. The positional
and rotational offsets implicitly represent the practical constraints of human interactions with objects. For a “Put the book on the desk” placement planning

Fig. 3. Episodic Case Structure

task, Ot is the “book”, Cp is “on”, and Ol is the “desk”. With the placement
made, R contains all the spatial constraints that apply between the book (Ot )
and other objects in the scene.

4.2

Case Learning

To accomplish case learning we make use of object placement problem sessions
that record placement tasks. Included in these sessions is the final state of the
virtual world including its objects, their positions and orientations, and the
corresponding placement plan generated by a human user. Such sessions can be
realized within a game design environment, using a 3D scene and its recorded
state as input for case learning.
Algorithm 1 shows the case extraction process, which makes use of a set
of relation extractors that encode spatial constraints between the target object
Ot and each related object Or in the scene. These constraints also include the
landmark object Ol for the given problem to capture the task context.
Algorithm 1 Case Extraction
Ot ← T argetObject
C ← genCase()
for nearby object On in scene do
for relation extractor REX do
if REX(Ot , On ) then
r ← genRelation(Ot , On , P CREX ) . Use placement constraint of REX
C.addRelation(r)
end if
end for
end for
storeCase(C)

The case learning thus encodes a problem solving episode into a case for use in
placement planning.
A key component of case learning is the encoding of a 3D world state into
a collection of relevant spatial constraints. We identify and extract the relations
between objects in the world and the target object in the command. This is
performed with relation extractors that determine which relations apply between
the target object Ot and another object Or . Relation extractors have a one-to-one
correspondence with the placement constraints (e.g. “in”, “near”). Algorithm 2
shows an example of a relation extractor for the spatial constraint “near”.

Algorithm 2 Relation Extraction
function nearExtractor(Ot ,Or )
. Take In Target/Related Objects
threshold ← 4.0
. Predefined Distance Threshold
targetBounds ← Ot .getBounds()
volumeDiag ← targetBounds.getExtent()
d ← distance(Ot , Or )
return d ≤ (threshold ∗ volumeDiag.length())
end function

In the extractor shown in Algorithm 2, we set a distance threshold of four
meters together with the length of the target object’s volume diagonal (or space
diagonal) derived from its 3D extent. Therefore, when the target object is voluminous (e.g., a building), it is easier to be “near” it. A more sophisticated version
of the same extractor could consider the size of both Ot and Or . Additionally, it
could consider other factors such as occlusion or line of sight between the objects
to better represent the subtleties of human-object interaction.
4.3

Similarity Knowledge: Object Taxonomy

The object taxonomy is a knowledge artifact that we use for query expansion
in case retrieval. The taxonomy is a network of object types with is-a-sub-typeof relations. For instance, the entries blue book : book and book : object tell
us that objects of type blue book are of type book, which in turn are of type
object. Figure 4 shows an example taxonomy hierarchy.

Fig. 4. Example Taxonomy

We automatically compile the object taxonomy as we encode cases from
scenarios. This entails obtaining all objects in each 3D scene, getting their type
and parent type from their annotations, and encoding them into the hierarchy
on-the-fly. Upon completion of case learning we have a full object taxonomy.
4.4

COP Reasoning

Reasoning in COP begins with the identification of candidate placement surfaces and the use of case retrieval to identify a relevant set of cases and their
constraints. Together they are used to formulate a placement plan search problem which we solve using a GA. We begin this subsection with a method for
selecting candidate surfaces. We follow this with our case retrieval algorithm.
Finally we describe the use of the GA to create a placement plan.
Selecting Placement Surfaces. Some objects in the world can have other
objects placed on them, depending on the placed object’s size and the size of
the area it is being placed upon. We refer to these areas in which objects may

be placed as surfaces, which are explicitly defined as quadrilaterals made up of
four points and a normal vector. For a table, one such surface is the tabletop.
To obtain candidate placement surfaces, we first obtain all the surfaces for
all the objects in the world. Then, given a placement constraint Cp and our
landmark object Ol , we filter these to only include surfaces that apply to the
current task. For instance, if Cp is ‘on’ and Ol is ‘table’, we narrow down our
surfaces to only those that belong to table objects. Each placement constraint
has its own surface filter. The remaining surfaces are our candidate surfaces to
search over when selecting the best placement plan.
Case Retrieval. The objective of case retrieval is to obtain cases to assist in
identifing a set of relevant and applicable placement constraints to be used for
subsequent reasoning. We use a retrieval algorithm that progressively relaxes the
exact matching requirements on objects in the query until a pre-specified number
of cases is found. We accomplish this with the object taxonomy to search over
related objects not explicitly mentioned in the problem task.
Query Levels (QLs) describe the type of matching constraints we impose on
the retrieval queries. At first, these constraints apply to the comparison of the
current object placement task with those in the cases. Next, they are used to
compare objects in the query with those in spatial relations in the cases. As we
move up QLs, we expand the query by generalizing the objects up the object
taxonomy. The list of QLs for a two-level taxonomy is shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Query Levels
Query Level Object Expansion
QL1
None
QL2
One Parent
QL3
Both Parents
QL4
None
QL5
One Parent
QL6
Both Parents
QL7
All

Constraint Set
Task Constraints
Task Constraints
Task Constraints
Spatial Constraints
Spatial Constraints
Spatial Constraints
All

For instance, say we are placing an object of type blue book on an object of
type office desk. At QL5 we would search for cases in which a book happened
to be on an office desk or conversely cases in which a blue book happened to
be on a desk. We say ‘happened to’ since we are looking at spatial constraints
at QL5 rather than the task constraints in the cases.
The QLs described above only use the lowest two levels of the object taxonomy, which we found to be sufficient. More query expansion would increase the
number of query levels.

Spatial Constraints Selection and Weighting. Using the retrieved cases
we identify and weight the relevant spatial constraints that must be solved to
identify the best placement plan. The spatial constraint relations in the retrieved
cases provide us with constraints that may be relevant to the current problem.
Relevant relations are those that involve similar objects to those in the current
scenario, and as such we obtain them by filtering the relations using the objects
in the new scene. For instance, if the new problem requires placing a book
on a table and there are no lamps in the scene, the relation book:near:lamp
is not relevant to our current task and is discarded. Multiple occurrences of
the same constraint across several cases increases that constraint’s weight. For
instance, if the case base contains a large number of cases that contain the
relation book:on:bookshelf, it will be a heavily weighted constraint favoring
such a placement provided an object of type bookshelf exists in the current
scene.
Placement Planning with GA. We search for an optimal placement plan
in two steps as follows. For each candidate surface, we first identify the best
position and then find the best orientation for the chosen position. Together
they form the best plan for the candidate surface. We then choose the highest
scoring placement plan across all surfaces to generate our final plan.
To determine the best position on a candidate surface to place Ot , we employ
the GA to search through candidate positions (parameterized as u,v coordinates)
on that surface. The genetic algorithm is given the constraints C generated in
the previous step which it uses to compute fitness as follows:
F itness(u, v) =

|C|
X

solved(C[i], C[i] → weight)

(3)

i=0

For every new generation, using a random walk procedure, the GA creates a new
set of points to evaluate. Over several generations, it converges to a candidate
position that maximizes the fitness score. We leave the GA with an approximate
solution position Psol and the constraints it resolved Cres . Next, based on the
satisfied constraints, we search for the best orientation Osol as follows. We use
the rotational offsets stored in each constraint in Cres to retrieve a set of desired
orientation values for Ot . We then cluster these orientation values using hierarchical agglomerative clustering. Finally we select the largest cluster and use its
centroid as the best orientation Osol .
We run the GA as described above on each selected placement surface, and
for each we get the solution (Psol , Osol ). Our final solution is the position and orientation (Psol , Osol ) from surface with the highest overall constraint satisfaction
score or fitness score over the satisfied constraints.

5

Evaluation

Our main goal was to assess whether COP can reduce the knowledge engineering burden by automatically learning spatial constraint knowledge as cases and

use them to effectively solve previously unseen placement planning problems.
In this section, we present our evaluation approach and results. Our approach
consists of gathering test data and associated ground truth for performance evaluation, candidate placement planning algorithms for evaluation, and metrics for
evaluation.
5.1

Test Data and Ground Truth

We acquired data for evaluation using the crowd sourcing service Amazon Mechanical Turk [10]. We developed the Integrated 3D Environment Annotation
(IDEA) tool to pose object placement tasks for 4 unique 3D virtual offices
to hundreds of qualified users and gather placement plan responses. For each
world, we posed 74 different object placement tasks covering 10 placement constraints, namely: in, on, near, beside, in front of/behind, to the left/right of, and
over/under. We randomly assigned multiple instances of these tasks, each to a
different user, until we had 20 placement plans for each task. Table 2 shows our
final extraction data from our Mechanical Turk exercise.
Table 2. Learning Results
Environment
Manager Office
Executive Office
Home Office
Satellite Office

Cases Constraints Taxonomy
1445
63457
13
1440
31581
13
1440
31352
13
1441
32489
13

Unlike conventional single-class classification tasks that have one acceptable
answer, planning problems can have multiple acceptable plans. Therefore, our
challenge was to compile multiple acceptable placement plans as ground truths
from the raw crowd-sourced data. To this end, we used agglomerative hierarchical
clustering of placement plans to create one or more clusters or ground-truths
comprising position and orientation for each problem (see Figure 5a). We use
the orientation quaternions as input to our orientation clustering (see Figure 5b).
These clusters were weighted based on the number of members they contained,
an indication of a particular plan preference. As we explain in Section 5.3, these
position and orientation clusters along with their weights serve as ground truths
for comparing placement planning performance.
The black spheres in Figure 5 represent individual solutions for placement
positions and orientations, while the white spheres and cones show the computed
position and orientation clusters, respectively.
5.2

Placement Planning Algorithms

We compared the performance of the following three placement algorithms on
the same set of test cases.

(a) Position

(b) Orientation

Fig. 5. Ground Truth Clusters

Random Placement Planner: This serves as a baseline for evaluating all object placement planning algorithms. It generates placement plans by first
collecting all valid placement surfaces in the current scene using an approach
similar to the surface selection algorithm described in Section 4.4. Next, it
randomly selects a candidate placement surface and places Ot in a random
available position on that surface. Finally the algorithm chooses a random
cardinal orientation for Ot as its orientation. This algorithm does not require
any knowledge engineering.
COP: This is our primary candidate for evaluation. This is the only algorithm
capable of automatically learning the knowledge required for reasoning, so
no knowledge engineering is required.
OPOCS: This is the heuristic placement planning algorithm from prior research [4], and requires a KB populated with objects and relations covering
the objects in the test data. It took roughly 50 person hours to manually
encode and validate this KB. Since the KB contains inter-object relations between most objects and all other objects, as the number of objects N grows
the KB size grows at roughly N 2 pace. Therefore, the marginal knowledge
engineering effort can be substantial as new objects are added to the KB.
5.3

Metrics

For the knowledge engineering and validation effort we use person-hours as a
metric. For the placement planning performance, we use a placement plan quality
measure (P P Q) as follows:
P P Q = P A ∗ OA

(4)

P A (Position Accuracy) compares the generated placement plan to ground truth
position clusters. If the position in the generated plan lies within one of the

clusters then it gets a score in (0 1] or 0 otherwise. Given the ground truth cluster
(if any) hit by the generated placement plan P Chit and the largest ground truth
cluster P Cmax we calculate our Position Accuracy P A as follows:
P A = |P Chit |/|P Cmax |

(5)

OA (Orientation Accuracy) is computed the same way with the orientation clusters instead and has the same value range.
OA = |OChit |/|OCmax |
5.4

(6)

Test Regimen and Analysis

Since COP was the only placement planning approach that requires learning
prior to reasoning, we used a 4-fold cross validation approach where problem
cases for each office world served as a fold. That is, we trained on the data and
tasks in three of the four office worlds and tested it on placement planning tasks
in the remaining one and repeated the process for all folds. We compared the
P P Q of each algorithm using a paired t-test. We present our results next.
5.5

Results

COP case learning for 4 folds of data took approximately 3 computation hours
with negligible manual effort to setup and start the execution. In contrast, as
described before, OPOCS knowledge engineering took approximately 50 person
hours.
Figure 6 presents the P P Q for all the three algorithms across 10 spatial
constraints. Both COP and OPOCS outperform the baseline algorithm of Random Placement Planner, which often failed to even score due to the harshness
of the metrics and the scoring formula. The average P P Q scores for COP and
OPOCS are 0.170 and 0.173 (p=0.16), respectively. Using the P P Q formula
we can extrapolate the average position and orientation component (P A/OA)
scores for each algorithm. This is equal to the root of each algorithm’s P P Q,
or 0.412 and 0.418 for COP and OPOCS respectively. Overall, they are not significantly different from each other. Therefore, this demonstrates that COP can
effectively ameliorate the knowledge engineering burden without sacrificing performance. Although the overall performance of the two algorithms did not differ
significantly, they did so on certain relations. COP outperforms OPOCS on the
spatial constraint ‘front’ roughly 0.429 to 0.160 (p=0.007), nearly tripling its
average score. Conversely, OPOCS outperforms COP roughly tripling its score
0.217 to 0.068 (p=0.022) on the most ambiguous relation tested ‘in’. Likewise,
it performs better than COP, although not significantly in this evaluation, on
some of the other relations such as behind and beside. Therefore, we believe
that there is an opportunity to improve placement planning by combining the
performance advantages of the both algorithms. We plan to address in this in
our future work among other things (see Section 7).

Fig. 6. Placement Results

The P P Q values for COP and OPOCS ranged from 0.05 to 0.43, which
appears to be a somewhat weak overall performance. There are a few reasons
for this. First, our cluster-based metric was harsh as it penalized near misses
just outside of a cluster with a score of 0, despite the fact that it might still
be acceptable to a user. Second, the multiplicative P P Q formula means any
placement with a P A or OS of 0 will have an overall P P Q of 0. Third, effective
placement planning is a hard problem and our system covered a small fraction
of the possible human interaction factors that were considered by our crowdsourced users. We plan to address these limitations in our future work.

6

Related Work

CBR application to placement planning is similar to the application of CBR to
layout planning. For instance, in CLAVIER, CBR was applied to the layout for
curing ceramic parts of jet aircraft [11]. However, the task of layout planning
was not used to resolve natural language commands as we did with COP.
Computational techniques other than CBR have been used for placement
planning. For instance, Wordseye [1] performs scene construction (i.e. object
placement) via natural language commands. Wordseye includes a knowledge base
of functional interactions between human agents and objects using a notion of
spatial tags. Its scene construction or depiction process exploits handcrafted
rules along with these spatial tags to place objects. Unlike Wordseye, COP does
not rely upon handcrafted rules and data regarding objects and instead relies
solely upon the use of previous placement episodes and their respective world
states. Furthermore, we present an extensive evaluation of our approach across
10 spatial relations.

Cosgun et al. present a planning algorithm for placing objects on a table
surface [12]. Unlike COP, their focus is on rearranging existing objects in order
to place a new object. They evaluate their push planning approach on 2D maps of
objects. In contrast, COP is focused on placing objects with linguistic commands
on available spaces in 3D.
Kurup and Cassimatis present a spatial reasoning approach that can be used
for spatial planning [13]. However, their approach is purely quantitative and does
not address the issue of pragmatic ambiguity discussed here, nor does it handle
natural language commands. Furthermore, the approach is limited to 2D grid
worlds.
Si et al. use grounded spatial relations in order to probabilistically detect
events being performed by agents in a scene [14]. While this work is more focused
on determining what semantic actions are being performed, it reasons about
objects and how they interact with one another as well as how meaningful these
relations are.
While many of COP’s disciplines and techniques have been visited in the
work described above, we believe it is the first system of its kind to attempt to
address all of them at once.

7

Conclusions and Future Work

Placement planning is a novel computational task for CBR. We introduced COP
as a CBR alternative to a heuristic algorithm to reduce the knowledge engineering burden. Our evaluation over a representative set of placement planning tasks
in virtual office environments demonstrated that COP can indeed reduce this
burden without compromising placement planning performance.
Our contributions are two fold. First, a novel combination of CBR and a GA
to solve a computationally hard placement planning problem; and second, a novel
crowd-sourcing approach to gather placement planning test data for evaluation
and subsequent use with metrics for placement planning.
However, our approach is only a first step in solving this problem and is not
without limitations. For instance, we identified that the overall performance of
OPOCS and COP could be improved by increasing the richness of knowledge
and case representation that better captures the subtleties of human-object interaction and also increases the coverage of the KB. We will address these issues
in our future work.
We used a simple counting approach for learning constraint weights. Possible
improvements to constraint weighting could include the use of information theory
measures for weight computation and the inclusion of negative (poor placement)
examples. Our evaluation was also limited in scope, and our metric was harsh
given the acceptability of a wide range of solutions in practice.
Therefore, we plan to conduct evaluations with larger data sets with a wider
range of spatial constraints, and develop soft metrics to address these limitations. We will investigate approaches for combining the planning accuracy and

knowledge of OPOCS with the learning and generalization capabilities of COP
into a hybrid system to obtain overall better coverage and performance.
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